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Abstract 
This paper studies the approximation of the density pi,,(y) of the solution of the nonlinear 
limit-problem of a system of weakly interacting SDE’s via a convolution of the empirical measure 
of the system with a family of smooth mollifiers. The method, which mainly uses coupling 
techniques and Malliavin calculus, is also applied to the case of nonlinear white-noise driven 
parabolic SPDEs. @ 1997 Elsevier Science B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
Consider the following nonlinear stochastic differential equation: 
(E) dx, = WG, WI dt + Wt, ~1 d&, 
where X, is a d-dimensional random variable, Bt is a m-dimensional Brownian motion 
defined on a probability space (Q, F-, P), m, is the law of the r.v. X,, and h, (r are 
functions defined on IWd x P(@). 
Such an equation can be viewed as the limit problem (i.e. when n tends to infinity) 
for the following system of weakly-interacting diffusions: 
(E,) dx,“” = b[Xf.“, $1 dt + @Xi.“, p;] dB; 1 <i <n, 
where p;(dz) = k Cr=, ~S,;.~(dz) is the empirical measure of the system, the F’s are 
independent Brownian motions on [Wm. More specifically, one can prove that, under 
certain conditions, the sequence of empirical measures $ converges in law towards 
m. Such a convergence is a particular case of the now well-known results concerning 
mean-field interacting particle systems, for which there exists an extensive literature 
(cf., for instance, Mtlirard, to appear; Sznitman, 1991 and the references therein). This 
convergence is equivalent to a phenomenon called propagation of chaos: any subsystem 
of k particles (X’,n , . . . ,X”“), where k is a fixed integer, converges in law towards a 
random vector (X1,. . ,Xk), where the F’s are independent copies of the solution 
of (E). 
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McKean (1967) showed by analytical techniques that under certain conditions on b 
and cr, the (unique) solution of(E) possesses a density p,(y) which is Coo w.r.t. y and 
can be viewed as the solution of a certain infinite-dimensional partial differential equa- 
tion (namely, the Fokker-Plank equation). The aim of this paper is to investigate the 
relationship between pt and the convergence of the sequence of empirical measures p”. 
A natural approach (see, for instance, Oelschlager, 1994; Bossy, 1995) is to regular- 
ize the (singular) measures pL” and to investigate the behaviour of p” * V” - p in 
a suitable normed space, where, for E > 0, V” is a sequence of mollifiers defined by 
V”(z) = (l/&)V(( l/s)z), V being a symmetric density function. (We remark that Gaus- 
sian kernels satisfy these assumptions.) 
Assuming that V E W M2 Oelschlager (1994) proved the convergence in probability , 
of (1~” * V” - pII towards zero, where (( 11 is a Sobolev norm of WM2 type and 
Y, := If”“‘, with V E W”,*. On the other hand, Bossy (1995) established precise esti- 
mates of $ * VE - p in LP spaces for a modified version of this problem, Vi: being 
the density of .,V(O,e”). 
Our purpose is to give estimates for pL” * V” - p in certain spaces of W‘+Q type, for 
smooth V’s, by using probabilistic techniques instead of the analytic ones employed 
by Oelschlager and Bossy. Furthermore, we contemplate finding a method which can 
be used in other contexts (which is not the case in Bossy, 1995; Oelschlager, 1994), 
such as the following: consider the nonlinear parabolic SPDE: 
xE]O; l[,[>O, 
where W is a space-time white-noise (cf. Walsh, 1986), m(x,t) is the law of u(x,t), 
with Neumann (resp. Dirichlet) boundary conditions: 
~(O,t)=~(l,t)=O (resp. u(O,t)=u(l,t)=O), 
u(,, 0) = uo(.) E C’([O, I], R). 
A solution of (E’) is given by the following evolution equation: t 1 
4x, t) = G (x, uo > + JJ f[u(y, s>, 4~9 ~11 Gt-sk Y > dy ds 0 0 t 1 + JJ dubs ~1, m(y, s)lGt--Sk Y> W(dy, ds), 0 0 (1.1) 
where G,(x,y) is the fundamental solution of the heat equation with Neumann (resp. 
Dirichlet) boundary conditions and, if h E C’([O, 11, R), Gt(x, h) = Jsr G,(x, y)h(y) dy. 
As it is the case for (E), (E’) is naturally related to a propagation of chaos problem. 
More precisely, if one considers the following system of weakly interacting parabolic 
SPDEs: for x ~10; l[, t>O, 1 di<n 
(E;) $ = $ + f[Ui’“, $1 + g[&“, p”]?!&, 
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where W’ are independent white-noises, &(dz) = f Cl_, 6,,..(,,,(dz), then we proved 
in Morien (1995) that, under suitable assumptions on f and g, the sequence I*” con- 
verges in law towards m, where m is the law of the solution of (E’). 
We remark that the last integral of (1 .l) is an It6 stochastic integral. However, due 
to the presence of G, (1.1) is not a semimartingale decomposition, and therefore Ito’s 
formula cannot be directly applied. Furthermore, the existence of a smooth density for 
u(x,t) cannot be obtained by analytical methods as it is the case for the density of the 
solution of (E) insofar as it does not appear as the solution of a deterministic PDF. 
Hence, we must first and foremost prove the existence of a density for rc(x,l) and then, 
in order to obtain estimates for the SPDE case as well as for the SDE case in a single 
effort, we make use of Taylor’s expansions and employ a coupling with a system of 
independent copies of the solutions of the limit problems. 
Our work is then divided as follows: in Section 2 we present the SDE case in a sim- 
ple, yet comprehensive, manner. Precisely, for q E] 1, +CQ[ and for k : f2 x [0, T] x W” 
+ R such that for almost every CLI E Sz and every t E [0, T], k( co, t, .) E C”( Rd) with all 
its derivatives in Lq(ll@), we define the following norm: 
I.9 
ld;k(w, t, y)Iy dy 
The notation $k(w, t, y), where p = (,8,, ,/&), means that one differentiates w.r.t. the 
coordinates of y (IpI = pr + . Pd being the length of the multiindex fi). 
Then we prove the following estimate (Theorem 2.1): 
’ -} CM+d+I--d:9 
In Section 3 we first show the existence of a density for the solution of (E’) (Section 
3.1) and, in Section 3.2, its approximation via mollifiers is discussed, depending on 
the initial conditions taken. Precisely, if 4 ~11, +x[, for k : 52 x [0, l] x [0, T] x R 4 R 
such that for almost every w E s2 and all (x, t) E [0, l] x [0, T], k(w,x, t, .) E CM(R) with 
all its derivatives in Lq(rW), we define the following norms: 
and 
Then we prove the following result (Theorem 3.1): first, under Neumann boundary 
conditions the following estimate holds for all q ~11, +x[: 
’ EMc2- l/q }. 
In the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions, the estimate above does not hold, 
because of the lesser regularity of the Green kernel G involved, as it clearly appears 
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in the estimates given in the appendix. However, the approximation of the density can 
also be considered and the following result holds: for q E] 1,2[ 
The result in this case appears to be more limited than in the SDE case, since we 
only obtain an estimate in a Sobolev space of JV”q-type with q ~]1,2[. However 
these limitations are quite natural and were noticed earlier by Bally-Gyongy-Pardoux 
in Bally et al. (1994). 
Finally, if one wants uniform estimates in the case of Dirichlet conditions, one is 
compelled to restraint the supremum on [0, T] x [a, 1 - a], where 0 <LX < 1. 
2. The SDE case 
2.1. Hypotheses and statement of the results 
Let (52, Y, p) be a probability space, B a Brownian motion on lR* defined on Q,& 
the filtration of B. We consider the following SDE: 
(E) dx, = 4&d dt + 4x,, 4 tit, 
where mt is the law of X,, and b, g satisfy the following assumptions: 
(H.l) b and 0 are linear w.r.t. the measure, i.e, if v is a probability on Rd: 
b[x, v] = s,d b(v)v(b), @, VI = s,d 4vM~); 
(H.2) The functions (x, y) E ( [Wd)2 H b(n, y) E Rd and (x, y) E ( Rd)’ I+ (T(x, y) E Ad,, 
defining b[., .] and a[., .] are Cm in their first argument; they and their partial deriva- 
tives in their first argument are Lipschitz-continuous on (Rd)*; furthermore, for every 
multiindex j3 with I/31 B 1 and for every (i,j) E { 1,. . ,d} x { 1,. . . , m} 
(H.3) The function (x, y) I--+ B(X, y) satisfies a uniform strong 
a := CRT*, then 
3c>O, Yx,y) E (Rd)2, V’5 E Rd a(x, y)5.52clltl12. 
We remark that (H.3) implies that, for all probability measure 
tlx, 4 E [Wd, 4~,v15~5~cIIt112. 
Under these hypotheses, & is uniquely defined and possesses 
is C” on Rd (cf. Mckean, 1967). 
ellipticity condition: if 
on Rd 
a density p*(y) which 
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We then introduce the following mollifiers: Let M be a fixed integer, q some real 
number with q 3 1 and V E Cm(I?/) satisfying 
(H.4) V is the density of a probability on If@ whose marginals are symmetric and 
which possesses a moment of order 2q; 
(H.5) YkdM + 1, (V)%ZY(Rd). 
We then set, for E > 0, 
V”(z)= iv 1, , ( > e 
and we consider the difference 
(PL: * V”>(Y) - Pt(Y> = ; &vfk’” - Y> - Pt(Y)l. 
k=l 
The result we prove in this section is the following: 
Theorem 2.1. Let E ~10, l[. Under (H.l)-(H.5) for ull M30,q E [l,cc[, there exists 
a constant C,, such that 
An immediate, yet remarkable, consequence of this theorem is the following con- 
vergence result: if one sets V, := V’@ then we have: 
Corollary 2.1. Zf p < 1/2(M + d + I ), under the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1, .fbr ull 
q E [ 1, cc& we have when n tends to irzfinity: 
IIPLn * v, - PIIwLq) + 0. 
2.2. Proof of Theorem 2.1 
A natural idea so as to take advantage of the close relationship between equation 
(E) and system (E, ), arising in all the literature concerning interacting systems, is to 
use a coupling technique. More precisely, let (X:) be the stochastic processes defined 
by the following equations: 
where the B”s are the Brownian motions used to define the P?,“‘s. In other words, the 
Xi’s are independant copies of the solution of (E). The introduction of these processes 
is motivated by the following result (cf., for instance, Sznitman, 1991): 
Proposition 2.1. IJ’ p 2 1, there exists a constant Cy such that, for all k Qn 
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We then write 
k=l 
n 
+f C[w$ - Y> - Ia(y) Tl(f,Y) + T2(CY). 
k=l 
We shall make use of the following a priori estimates of the density pt: 
Proposition 2.2. If q E [ 1, co[, then for any multiindex 8, 
sup (I 14m(v)lqd~ < + ~0, t<T IWd > 
estimates we shall prove in the last paragraph of this section, using Malliavin calculus. 
?? Evaluation of (17’1 l[c~,~). Let /I be a multiindex such that IpI GM. In the sequel, we 
shall denote by (et,. . . ,ed) the canonical basis of Rd. Using Taylor’s expansion, we 
have 
d 1 n 
J 
1 
(d,yT,(t, y)( = c ; c(X:n -X/)(j) . 
j=l k=l 
o d13’+e, V&(X; - y + ~$4~~~ - Ak))dv , 
where (X:’ - X:)(j) denotes the jth coordinate of X/‘” - X:. 
Hence, by convexity arguments, integration, and Schwarz’s inequality, 
J w 
W,yF(t,y)lq dy 
d 1 n 
<c, c ; c [E 1(X?” - X;)(j)jq 
j=l k=l [ 
.J (J 
I ~;+,,w: - Y + 4X k,n - $)) dv dy 
Wd 0 
( [(J (J 1 x E a;+, v”(x: - y + u(/r;k,’ - X;)) da . IWd 0 
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d i’s ’ ldiy-,,, V”(X; - y + v(X$” - X;))lq dv dy = 1 jz,j+e, V’(z)l’l d& ~I+ 0 I@’ 
using the change of variables z = y-A’/ -t;(Xtk,” -X/). Hence, applying Proposition 2.1. 
we get 
/’ .R” ~I$T,(~,y)lqd%$ J p/3+<,, v”(z)lq d-GWd 
where C, does not depend on t. Lastly, 
Y 
]zfl+e, V(z)lqdz = II 1 ___ md EIpI+d+l (?B+e, v’: f ( )i dz 
1 
.i’ aq(lBl+d+l j-d Q<i 
Iqj+e, Jq_x)lq dx 
(setting x =~/a). Hence, by (HS), 
which yields, since E ??]0,1[, 
?? Evaluation of IITzI((,Q). So as to deal with T2, we use the following well-known 
result: 
Lemma 2.1. (Rosenthal, 1940). Let YI,. . . , Y, he independent, identically distributed, 
Rd-valued r.z’. with mean zero, such that Ff( II Y1 II ) 4 < m, where q E ] 1, +a~[. Then there 
exists a (universal) constant C, such that 
We set T2 = T,, + T22 with 
T,,(t,y) = ; ‘&“(@ - y) - E[V”(X/ - y>ll, 
k=l 
T22(t, y) = L 2 [W(Xtk - .Y)] - p,(y)] = E[V”(X, - Y)l - Pt(Y>. 
n k=l 
Notice that T22 is deterministic. Let us fix 8 such that ip] GM. Using Lemma 2.1, we 
have 
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and therefore, 
A similar calculation as for Tl yields 
J W;W,y)lqdy~-$~ 1 w E(m+d)q-d ’ 
where C, does not depend on t, and therefore, as E ~]0,1[, 
As for T22, we have 
$‘Tzz(t, Y) = J V(z) ~(%3Pt(r+=) - 4?Pl(Y))h. Rd 
Using a Taylor’s expansion with integral remainder, we get 
a,Pt(Y + a) - 4IR(Y) 
d 1 
=E 
c q+e,Pt(J’)zj + E2 (1 -~Pp+e,+e,~t(~ + ua)zizjdv. 
j=l 
Then, since the marginals of V are symmetric, we have Jnd zjV(z)& = 0 for all j, 
which, thanks to Holder’s inequality (w.r.t. the probability measure V(z)dz) yields, 
J w l$'Tdt, v)lqdy 
= cqE2q c (./ l<i,j<d IWd I++e,+e,pt(y)lq dv > (.I . Wd lWjlqV(z)~ > 
We then apply Proposition 2.2, which finally gives 
II r,z lIw,q) d Cc+‘. 
and the theorem is proved. Cl 
2.3. Proof of Proposition 2.2 
As said previously, the main tool we use is the Malliavin calculus related to the 
Brownian motion B. We first recall the basics of this theory (we refer to Nualart 
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( 1995) for a more comprehensive account on the subject). The framework we define 
here will also be used for the SPDE case and is therefore made very general. 
Let m,s> 1 be integers, ,4 c IRS a product of bounded closed intervals. Let i. denote 
the Lebesgue measure on n and {W(A); A E @~),~(A)<cc} be a Gaussian family 
of W-valued r.v. and Y the space of the real r.v. of the form F = ,f‘( W(hl ), W(hz), , 
W(h,)), where W(h):= J,hdW= Cy=;=, JAhcl)(t)dW,(“, J’t C?(W) and hr,h?,....h, 
E L2(/l, KY” ). 
For F E :/‘, we define the first-order derivative DF of F as the following L2(/l, R”)- 
valued T.v.: 
D,F = C at.f(W(h~ ), W(h2), . .) W(hr))hi(t,-x). 
I:1 
Its coordinates are denoted by Di’)F. Similarly, the derivative DkF of order k is the 
random vector whose components are defined by 
(D:;....,,,F)(j ,,..., jk):=D;:‘1).../!$/+‘. 
Then, for p > 1 and k E N, LED:’ denotes the closure of .Y w.r.t. the semi-norm 
and Dp = np,i nkEN U&‘. T o simplify the notations, we shall often write 11 11 p
instead of /I 110,~. 
For F E Y, one also defines the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck operator L by 
- 2 a(i,j)f(B(hl>,B(h2),...,B(h,))(hi,hj), 
r,,j-1 
where (., .) denotes the standard inner product in L’([O, T]; IV”). The domain of L 
includes KD%. 
For F=(F(‘),...,F(d))~(~~)d, we denote by Y,V the Malliavin covariance matrix 
associated to F, i.e. the d x d matrix defined by 
(‘iF)i,j := (DF(‘),JF(j)) = 2 i” D;‘)F(‘)Dj’$‘(I) dt, 
I=1 0 
The determinant of ye will be denoted by fF. A random vector F is said to satisfy the 
nondegeneracy assumption if the matrix YF is a.s. invertible and satisfies either of the 
following conditions: 
i E n LP(Q> or (YF)~’ E n L/‘(Q). (2.2) 
pa1 p-z I 
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Now let FE (D;)d satisfy the nondegeneracy assumption (2.2). Let g be a smooth 
function on Rd with polynomial growth and let G in ID:. We define the following 
r.v. HP, where @ = (pi,. . . ,fid), recursively w.r.t. IpI: 
= - 2 (G(D(y# ‘,, ,DF(j)) + (y&c; (DG,DF(j)) + (YF);; . G . Q'(j)), 
j=l 
and 
f4a ,,..., B 1-1, pt+I ,..., IL,#‘; G)=fLrV’;f&,..., IL,,B ,,..., ~d#‘iG)). 
We remark that the following identity holds: 
f&+p(F; G) =&V’; fW’; G)). (2.3) 
For such r.v. F, G and such smooth functions g, the following integration-by-parts 
formula, which appears in Ikeda and Watababe (1989, p. 377) holds: 
Proposition 2.3. For any multiindex fi 
U(%W’)Gl= UdF)~p(F; WI. (2.4) 
The following estimate is proved in Bally and Talay (1996): 
Proposition 2.4. For any p ??]l,co[ and any multiindex /I, there exists a constant 
C(p,P)>O, and integers ~(P,~),~(P,B),~‘(P,~),N(P,P),N’(P,P) such that,for any 
F,G as in Proposition 2.3, one has 
Now let F be a random vector satisfying the nondegeneracy assumption (2.2). It is 
then well-known (see, for instance, Nualart, 1995) that F possesses a density PF 
which is indefinitely differentiable. Proposition 2.3 can then be used to obtain a repre- 
sentation formula for the density PF and also for its partial derivatives, representation 
which will be the cornerstone of our proof of Proposition 2.2. Precisely, let us set 
s=(l, 1,. .., 1)~ Rd and, for F satisfying (2.2) Hp(F):=Hp(F; 1). Then the follow- 
ing result holds: 
Proposition 2.5. Let F = (F(l), . , Fed)) E ( DI~)~ b e a random vector satisfying (2.2). 
Then its density pF is given by 
P&l ,. . . ,xd)= [E[~{F(I)>~,,...,F(~)>~~} . f&(F)I. (2.6) 
Furthermore, its partial derivative +pF is given by 
(2.7) 
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The proof of (2.6) is a mere adaptation of that of Proposition 2.1.1, p. 78 in Nualan 
(1995) and is therefore omitted. As for (2.7) we give a short proof for the sake of 
completeness, in the case when fl= ep. We set @I.~(x) = 1 fv, >X,,...,Y,, b-X,,1 and 
42, Jx) = lY’ . . . /” &Z(x)dzi dzd, 
--cw -!XZ 
&(x) = si’ . . . yd &Jx) dz, . . dzd. 
-cm -cc 
We then have, for i = 2,3 af(4j,,.,,(X)) = &j_,,,(X). An easy computation gives 
42.yCx)= fI(Yj -xj) 41,y(x)2 $3,y(x) = $ icy, - +I2 41,&)9 
/=I j-l 
which proves that for any y the function $x,~ is C’ on Rd. Moreover, 
%,43&> = ~ ~~(~3,w)w. (2.8 I 
Using (2.4) on (2.6) with c( = E, fi = 2~, we have 
F+-(X) = ~[43,F(XW3E(~)I. (2.9) 
Then Lebesgue’s theorem of derivation under the integral, (2.8) and (2.4) yield 
&i PF(X) = -[E[a~~(~3,.(X))(F)H3E(F)I = - JE[43.&) ‘~3c+ekuv 
= -w,Y,Gb3,.wvY K+ekml 
which gives the required formula. (2.7) then follows by induction on IbI. 3 
Now, if F E ED,- satisfies (2.2), for any multiindex p, we have, using (2.7) and the 
techniques employed in Lemma 3.2 of Bally et al. (1994) 
~+PF(x)~ G IIK+~(F>llz . P(IF(‘)I 3 ~-II>. > lFcd’l 3 Ixd1))“22 
and, for all q > 1 and all Y, s such that rq < 2 <sq: 
/’ 
I~~~PF(~)I~~~~,,,II~,+~(F)II~(IIF,~~~ ..Fdil:q’2 + 11F1F2. .+d11:“*>. (2.10) 
. R” 
We then prove Proposition 2.2. It is well-known that supr llXtj14 <cc a.s. for all q> 1. 
Therefore, so as to obtain that ~up~~r(J~~ I+pt(_v)lq dv) < OL, it is sufficient to prove 
that X, satisfies the nondegeneracy assumption (2.2) and that supIGr IIH~+JX,)llz <x. 
The latter part is obtained via estimate (2.5). As for the former part, it is easy to see 
that one has only to prove the following: 
(1) X,E(D-)~, &p, ~~PIIX~~~.~~~; 
where +, denotes the determinant of the Malliavin covariance matrix of X, 
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(1) is easily derived from the following adaptation of Theorems 2.2.1, p. 102 and 
2.2.2, p. 105 in Nualart (1995): in fact, we have: 
Lemma 2.2. 
and the same sort of result for higher-order derivatives. Furthermore, 0,.X, satisfies 
for r < t the following integral equation: 
(2.11) 
if r < t (and is zero if not). 
Indeed, in so far as b an CJ satisfy (H.l) and (H.2) for every probability measure 
v on R, the functions x H b[x, v] and x H a[x, v] have derivatives of all orders, and 
furthermore, 
$(b[x, ~1) = ($bD, VI 
(and a similar formula for 0). Hence, the nonlinearity has no real effect on the differ- 
entiability of X, in the Malliavin sense, and Eq. (2.11) can be obtained as in Theo- 
rem 2.2.1 in Nualart (1995). 
As for (2) thanks to Lemma 2.3.1 of Nualart (1995), we know that it is sufficient 
to show that there exists a constant 2 > 0 such that, for all p > 2: 
The proof of this last estimate, very similar (however, simpler) to that used in Propo- 
sition 3.2 below, is omitted. 
3. The SPDE case 
In this section, we consider the equation (E’) given in the introduction. So as to 
mimic the SDE case, we assume that the functions f and g satisfy the following 
properties: 
(H’.l) f are g are linear w.r.t. the measure, i.e. 
h[x, v] = 
s 
h(x> z)v(h) h E If 2 91 
u! 
(H/.2) the functions (x, JJ) H f (x, y) and (x, v) H g(x, JJ) defining f [., .] and g[., .] are 
CD0 in their first argument; they, and all their partial derivatives in their first argument, 
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are Lipschitz-continuous on R2; furthermore, .f and g are bounded on R2 and for all 
ma1 
(H/.3) the function (x, v) H g(x, y) satisfies 
3c>o, V(x,y) E R2, g2(x,y)>c. 
If one assumes the existence of a regular density pr,x for u(x, t), then a natural question 
is, can one obtain the same kind of estimates for the difference 
(&!,*V”)(_y) - p,.,(y)=; ~,wYx~ t> ~ Y) - PLAY)1 
k=l 
as in the SDE case? Of course, the prerequisite is the existence of pr+ which is not 
clear. The result we prove in this section is the following: 
Theorem 3.1. (1) Existence. Under (H’.l))(H’.3), f or either Neumann or Dirichlet 
boundary conditions, for all t E [0, T], all d E N and all 0 <xl < <xd < 1, the luw 
of the random vector (U(XI, t), . . , u(xd, t)) has u smooth density w.r. t the Lebesgue 
measure on Rd. 
(2) Approximation: the Neumann case. Let I-: ~10, I[. Under (H’.l)-(H.5) und,fin 
Neumann boundary conditions, .for all A4 3 0, q E [I, +zo[, there exists a real number 
CM,, such that 
(3) Approximation: the Dirichlet case. Let ~~10, l[. Under (H’.l)-(H.5) and ,for 
Dirichlet boundary conditions, for all A4 3 0, q E [ 1,2[, there exists a real number CM,, 
such that 
(the norms /I . II and I] . I/m being those defined in introduction). ; 
’ We first focus on part (1). 
3.1. Existence of a smooth density 
In this section, we prove part (1) of Theorem 3.1 using the Malliavin calculus asso- 
ciated with the white-noise IV. From now on, A, will denote the product [0, t] x [0, I]. 
The method we use is based on Corollary 2.1.2, p. 91 in Nualart (1995): we first 
prove that the solution u(x, t) of (E’) is indefinitely differentiable w.r.t. the Malliavin 
calculus associated with the space-time white-noise W, and second, that the covariance 
matrix of the random vector F =(u(x,, t),.. .,u(xd, t)) is in n,cp<?o Lp(fi). 
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3.1.1. DifSerentiability of u(x, t) 
First let us introduce some useful notations: let cp be a smooth function on IR, F E I[D” 
and M>l. Then if a=(~(, ,..., CQ)E&, ak = (Q, Zk), there exists for almost every 
a an index io such that Vi # io, ri,, >ri. We set cl = (Y,Z) = ai,, and oi = (cI~, . . . , c(+~, 
Qo+l,. . ’ 7 MM)EA~-‘. For UE,~?, we also set 
in = 2 ~$1 i=l 
where ii = Ipi1 and 9: denote the set 
It is easy to prove recursively that, 
the Malliavin sense, then, for LYE Ay, 
We prove the following result: 
of partitions of size m, (PI,. , pm), of a. 
for all M 3 1, if F is A4 times differentiable in 
@%V’)) = Uqo)(F). 
Proposition 3.1. For all (x, t) E [0, I] x [0, T], u(x, t) E III”, with, for all q E 11, co[ 
Moreover, its first derivative satisfies the following evolution equation: 
Dr,z4x, t) = G,(x, z)g[u(z, r), m(z, r)l 
I-’ r’ 
+ JJ Gt-,(x,y)g~[u(y,s),m(y,s)lDr,=u(y,s)~(dy,ds) r 0 t I 
+ JJ Gt-,(x,y)fi[u(y,s),m(y,s)lDr,Zu(y,s)dyds (3.1) r 0 
(and D,,, u(x, t) = 0 if r > t). 
Proof. So as to prove Proposition 3.1, we use the following Picard approximation: 
UO(X,~) = J: G(x, Y)UO(Y> dy, and 
u,+l(x, t> =u&, t> + St ./’ f[un(y,s>,m(y,s)l Gt-&,y)dyds 
0 0 t 1 
+ JJ ddxs), m(v,s>l Gt-& Y> WC& ds) 0 0 (3.2) 
for which one easily has, for all p E]~,+co[, using the techniques of Walsh (1986): 
24,(x, t) -+ u(x, t) in Lp uniformly in (x, t), 
sup sup E~u,(x,t)~P~Cp~cm. 
n w 
(3.3) 
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Now, thanks to (3.2), one shows without difficulty that u,(x, t) E UID”, by using the 
standard formulae of derivation in the Malliavin sense. Furthermore, one has 
G,_,(x v)d’“‘(f)o, ). a s) d_v ds ,j t I 
+ .I/ Gt-dx .Y)~(%)(Y 1 1 s)W(dy>ds) >j r 0 f I 
+ I’s Gt~,(x,~)J;'[u,,(y,s),m(,v,s)lD,M~~,(y,~)d~'ds .r 0 f I 
+ .I/ G,-,(x,),)g’,[u,(y,s),m(y,s)lD,Mu,(y,s)W(dl’,ds) (3.4) r 0 
(and DzMu,+l (x, t) = 0 if t < 7). We introduce the following notations: for h = ,f‘. ~1: 
T,(“)(h)(% t) = T,(h[.,m(x, t>l)(&&, t)>, 
&)(W, t) = &(h[.,& t)l)(42(& t>>. 
To prove Proposition 3.1, it only remains to establish the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.1. For all A4 3 1, p E 13, CXI[, there exists u constant Cp,, such thut 
sup SUP W%h, t)lI$‘cnyl d CI,,~ <cc. (3.5) 
n (x.1) 
Indeed, if (3.5) holds, by virtue of Lemma 15.4 of Nualart (1995), since for all p> 1 
and all q& 1, sup, sup(,,) Iju,,(x, t)ll,,, <CC, we have u(x, t) E ED” and Eq. (3.1) is 
obtained simply by differentiating Eq. (1.1). 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. We proceed recursively on M, using the techniques developed 
in Bally and Pardoux. The case of the first derivative is a simple adaptation of the 
proof of Theorem 2.4.3 p. 137 in Nualart (1995). For the general case, we assume that 
for every integer m <M and every p E]~,cKI[, we have supn SUP~~,~) iEljDmu,(x, t)Il’i’ 
< cm. We shall use Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequalities for Hilbert-space valued mar- 
tingales (cf. Metivier (1982), E.2, p. 212) in the following form: if (Q.Y,Y)(s.Y)t,,t, is an 
adapted process in L2(A,), then 
E 
Thus, 
&(t-, z)W(dv,du) 
(3.6) 
WM %l+lk t>l12p 
p\ Gf_,(x,z) . (1;,‘“)(g)(-;,7))2 dcr I 
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P 
+ (~'"'(s)W))21d~ dv ds 1 
I I 
+[E IJJ G:_&, ~)[(fi'>~[u,(y,s),m(y,s)l + <s: )2M~~~)~m(~~s>ll 0 0 
X J #‘h(.w))2 dadyds ’ := Al(X, t) +x42(x, t) + A3(X, t). 4 
As the partial derivatives of f and g are bounded, we easily have 
(3.7) 
where 9% denotes the set of partitions ~1,. . . , pm of size m of { 1,2,. . . , A4 - 1) and 
& = [pii. Then, using Holder’s and Schwarz’s inequality, as well as Lemma A.l(c) of 
the appendix (see Bally and Pardoux for details), we get 
which yields the uniform boundedness of A 1. A2 is similarily dealt with. As for A3, 
the same methods gives t 1 
A3(x, t)dC IS 0 0 G:_,(x,y)lEllDMu,(y,s)ll~~~)‘) dyds. 
Hence, setting H,‘M’(t) = supY IE]]~u,,(~,s)~I$(~~), we obtain HCM)(t)6 n+l 
CC1 + J; ff,(!jb) ds), and we conclude using Gronwall’s lemma. 0 
3.1.2. Evaluation of the covariance and existence of the density 
We now prove the following non-degeneracy property: 
Proposition 3.2. Let cr(t; XI, . . . , xd) be the covariance matrix of F =(u(xl, t), . . . , u(xd, 
t)). Then for all p ~11, oc[, there exists a constant Cp(t, xl,. . . , xd) such that 
E 
1 
deta(t;xl,...,xd)P > 
<cp(t,x ,,..., xd)<m. (3.8) 
Moreover, in the case of Neumann boundary conditions (or in the case of Dirichlet 
boundary conditions with xk restricted to [a, 1 - CX], 01>0), the constant C, does not 
depend on the parameters t, x1,. ,Xd. 
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Proof. Thanks to Lemma 2.2. in Nualart (1995) we only have to prove that there 
exists fl> $ such that for all p >3, there exists eo >O such that for all c <co 
(3.9) 
Let 5 E Rd of norm 1. c is the matrix alj = sd J;: D,,, u(x~, t)Dr,, u(x,, t) dz du. 
We choose 0 <E < a mini+j Ix~ - x, 1'. Then 
We set 
I 1 
K,z(x, Y> = ss Gt-s(x, As: [u(Y> ~1, m(y> sl1Dr.z U(Y> s)W(dy> ds) r 0 
1 I 
+ J’./ G,-,(x,yjf:~~(y,~j,~(y,~jlDr,~~(y,~jdyd~. r 0 
Then Z2(<)> +IJ(~) -Z,(t), with 
Therefore, thanks to (H’.3) and Lemma A.2 (or Lemma A.4 if Dirichlet conditions are 
taken) of the appendix, we get I,(t) > C &. Hence, 
(al, i’) ac& - sup ( 1 II(l) + -13(E) IICII = 1 2 > (3.10) 
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which yields 
Since we chose /?> $, there exists EO ~0 such that, for all E <EO, we have C&-sB 38. 
Therefore, using Tchebychev’s inequality, 
We then check that [E(su~~~~,~ =, lZk(4)]q)<C, ~4, for k = 1,3 and q > i. Indeed, (bound- 
ing irj” by l), 
1 ss 1 + CHr,zCxi, t)12hdr t--C 0 )I 1 = k x(aij + bij), j=l i#j 
and thanks to Lemma A.5 of the appendix, setting I= i minifj Ixi - xjl, we have 
aij d Ce-‘2/2E. On the other hand, using (3.6), we easily get: 
t 
(J J 
1 
El~ij(t)lq d cq G:-,(xi, Y> dy ds 
f--E 0 
f 
JJ 
1 s 
lJ J 
1 
X Gf_&i, Y) E (D,,,u(y,s))2dzdr ‘dyds. 
I--E 0 f-C 0 
We then use the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.2. For all q> 1, there exists C, such that for all t >O, ~30, y E [0, l] 
f 
E IJ J 
1 
(D,,, u(y,s))2dzdr ’ <C, sqJ2. 
t--E 0 
The proof of the above is a mere adaptation of Lemma 4.3.2 in Morien (1995). There- 
fore, 
t 
(J J 
1 
E(bj,jl’ <CqEq'2 . 
t--E 0 
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which gives the correct bound for It; as for 13, we notice that I, <C Cy_ , h,, which 
finally gives 
Hence, choosing /zI ??]1/2, 1[ and p>3, we obtain (3.9) and Proposition 3.2 is proved. 
[I 
3.2. Appvoxinzution of the density 
We finally prove the second part of Theorem 3.1. We shall use the notations of 
Section 2 (in the present section, AT denotes the product [0, l] x [0, r]), i.e. 
T,(x, t, y) := t ~,V”(ukJ(x, t) -- y) .- VQk(X, t) - y)], 
k=l 
T2b, t,.v) := ; -&%4x> t) - y) - pr(y)l. 
k=l 
where, for k <n, u”(x, t) is the copy of the solution of (E’) defined with white- 
noise Wk. 
3.2.1. The Neumann case 
?? Evaluation qj’ llTlIl(~ 4). The calculations used to evaluate 2 
sup [E- 
.I’ I 
‘“T’ (x, t, y) ’ dY dx dt 
(.x,1) R SY” 
are rigorously identical to those employed in the corresponding part of Section 2, one 
only has to use Lemma 5.2.1 of Morien (1996) instead of Proposition 2.1. 
??Evuluution of 11 T, ll(M q). 2 To evaluate T~I, the calculations are the same as in Section 2. 
As for T22, we use the following estimates: 
Proposition 3.3. Zj’ q E ] 1, +oo[, then jbr all m > 0. 
sup 
J’ 
Ip;,$(Y)lqdydxdt<oe. 
kl)t lo.11 x [OJ] w 
The method to prove Proposition 3.3 is the same as that used for Proposition 2.2 
indeed, it suffices to show the following properties: 
(1’) u(x, t) E D”, Vk, p, sup ]I+, f)llk,F, <CC, 
(-5 f) E IO.1 lx WI 
(2’) 
P 
VP>l, sup <‘cxJ, (I. I) E [O,l] x [O,T] (I E Pk :,llL+17) 1) 
and these properties are given by Propositions 3.1 and 3.2. 
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Remark. The previous method can also be applied in the case of Dirichlet boundary 
conditions, if one considers the supremum on [a, 1 - a] x [0, T] for a fixed tl E IO, l[. 
3.2.2. The Dirichlet case 
?? Evaluation of IIT, 11m The calculations are conducted exactly as for ~~TI(~cM~). ) 
??Evaluation of I(T~II~M,~). T o evaluate T21, the calculations are the same as in Section 2. 
The difference with the Neumann case resides in the treatment of T22, for which one 
cannot use Proposition 3.3. We use instead the following result. 
Proposition 3.4. If q E [ 1,2[, then for all m 2 0 
T 1 
JSJ Ip@‘)(y)lqdydudt<co. f,X 0 0 Iw 
Proof. The proof of Proposition 3.4 follows the same lines as that of Proposition 2.2, 
the differences occuring when one has to bound the quantities H,(&, for which one 
cannot have uniform estimates, but only integral ones on AT. So as to obtain these 
integral estimates, one uses the method of Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 of Bally et al. (1994), 
which is based on the estimates of the Green kernel G given in Lemma A.3 of the 
appendix. Precisely one proves that for every 0 < CI < 1 and E > 0 
IIH:cx,t)llq,p d C,,J 1 + (x A (1 - ,)))-(E+(2-a)‘2t-(F+(lfa)/4)) 
and then Proposition 3.4 is obtained by integrating (2.10). 0 
Appendix A 
In this section we recall some useful estimates concerning the Green kernels asso- 
ciated with Neumann or Dirichlet boundary conditions. The following result, in which 
G denotes either of the Green kernels, corresponds to Lemmas A. 2 and B. 1 of 
Bally-Millet-Sanz-Sole in Bally et al. (1995): 
Lemma A.l. (a) Let h a 2fi-Hiilder function, with p > 0. Then, for all x, x’, t, t’ 
// 
1 
G+',yMy)dy - 
0 ./ 
L 
G(x,yP(y)dy d llhll~ip~p(lt’ - ,I” + Ix’ - xI*~)> 
0 
where llhllLip2p = supxiy( “\:y$” 1. 
(b) For p E 1;; 3[, there exists C > 0 such that for all x, y, t we have 
’ ss ’ (Gf_-r(x,z) - Gt_,(y,z)lpdzdrdClx- y13-‘. 0 0 
(c) For all p ~11; 3[ there exists C > 0 such that for all (s, t) with s d t and for all x 
we have 
IGt-,(x, y>l’ dy dr d Clt - sI(~--~)/* 
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and 
s 
SI’ 
1 
]Gl_,(x, y) - G,_,(x, y)]” dydr d C(t - s](~~~)“. 
0 .o 
The following lemma corresponds to inequality (A.3) of Bally and Pardoux: 
Lemma A.2. There exists u constant C such that for all x E [0, I], q ??]0.1[ und all 
t>ll 
I 
.I/ 
.t+fi 
&(x, Y) dy ds 3 C ~‘5, 
1-q .r-fi 
where G denotes the Green kernel associated with Neumann boundary conditions. 
The previous result does not hold in the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions, however, 
one has the following estimate (see Bally et al., 1994): 
Lemma A.3. There exists a constant C such that for all x E IO, l[, y ~10, I [ and t > 11 
I .I 
iJ t-q 0 G:_,(x,y)dyds3CJtj(l -e-“4rl-e-2c’-s)‘ia)2 j?w k<xcl 
f 
SJ’ 
1 
I_~ o G:_,(x,y)dyds>Cfi(l - e-1144 - ee2csY,‘rl)2 ,j?w 0~x6 1,‘2, 
where G denotes the Green kernel ussociated w?th Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
The following corollary can then be deduced: 
Lemma A.4 For every CI E [0, I[, there exists a constant C, .such that jiw all q E 10 
x~[x,l -XX] and t>q 
, 
.I’ .I’ 
,_-rl o ~:-,ky)dyd~3G~~ 
where G denotes the Green kernel associated with Dirichlet boundary conditions. 
Finally, the following lemma, proved in Bally and Pardoux, gives a finer estimate 
both kernels when one is far from zero. 
for 
Lemma AS. There exists a constant C such that jbr all t,c>O such that t ~ I: > 0, 
we have 
.I 
JJ 
,~i, ,, _-I 
r 
+I, Gf_,(x, y) dy ds < Ce-m’2i2E. 
.X ( 
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